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In order to answer this question I guess it is important to understand who the actors are involved in integration, what do they want, and what is then the result of these processes, equations, and disjunctions. But let me stress that from the outset I don’t see any easy answers or solutions to the question of “How to improve integration in Denmark”.

Let me start by giving you a round of definitions. These definitions are closely related to the actors and their views both what we might term old-Danes and new-Danes! We have to make clear distinctions between assimilation, integration, and diversity (or multi-culturalism as some prefers it). Actually we can speak about a fourth strategy which is important as it seems to be quite popular among some sectors of the Danish migrant community – it is the strategy of separation or parallel societies.

First assimilation is a one-way approach to integration where immigrants have to assimilate Danish culture and leave all their origins behind – this term is very popular among supporters of the Danish People’s Party but its ugly face is also implicitly or explicitly being adopted by government parties, the Social democrats and even the Socialist People’s Party (the latter being a recent phenomenon and I guess a strategic response towards the second Mohammed Cartoon crisis as a populist attempt to capture new votes). The strong sentiment among Danes and the popularity of either hidden or open support to assimilation is connected to the fact that Denmark historically speaking and until very recently – two or three decades ago – was one of the most homogeneous countries in the world. But there are other factors at play as well.

Secondly integration denotes a two-way approach where immigrants are given some space and flexibility to adapt and where the host culture takes on board some elements of the immigrant's culture (food, clothing, words, etc.). However there are delicate and difficult lines of give and take which create various clashes between some sectors of the migrant community and other sectors of the Danish population – what the debate so far seems to have overlooked either consciously or unconsciously – is the fact that there is not one migrant community or one group of new-Danes. On the contrary there are more differences among and between migrants than between Danes – not only in terms of national and cultural identities of origin but also with regard to religion, atheists, non-believers, languages, gender, sex and political observations etc. 

Let me give you an anecdote: I have been working for the Danish Refugee Council as a so-called Integration officer for about four years back in the 1980s – I found a large group of Mojahedin Khalq, another group belonging to a Royalist Shah conservative faction, another group was composed of homosexuals and transgender persons and still a fourth group belonged to small religious minorities practicing Bahai and a variety of Christian sects. Some groups were big and some groups were small. What they shared in common was their refugee status having escaped Khomeini’s regime in Iran – but they did not communicate very well among each other. On the contrary some of them did not like each other and they actually did not have much in common. Today when I meet them in the street and if we recognize each other to my big surprise it seems that the best integrated are the gays. Why is that so? Because pretty soon after their arrival in Denmark they became acquainted with fellow Danish gays who welcomed them as equals. The reason seems to be that they shared a minority status and common cause. What this really shows us about successful integration is that all human beings have multiple identities – to paraphrase Amartya Sen – it means that you can have one identity of belonging to your old culture understood in national identity terms – or songs, music, traditions in the family, community, village or nation – and at the same time you can be a machismo as they say in Latin America – a womanizer – and a good Christian – you could also be gay and a member of the Catholic church and a communist at the same time. The point seems to be that too many people – not only old-Danes - build up stereo-types about other people’s customs and identities as a way to preserve and confirm their own either multiplicity of identities or if - they only have one – their view of mono-culturalism which in most cases is affiliated with conscious or un-conscious attempts to demand one-way assimilation from foreign people who come to stay in their own country.

Let me give you another example. I read an essay a few days ago by a columnist for the online magazine Open Democracy – it was repeated in the International Herald Tribune 27 February 2008. Mr. Dilday told the readers: “I was black in Mississippi in the 1970s, but sometimes in the 1980s I became an African-American with a brief pause as Afro-American. Now I live in Britain where I am black again.” 

The problem is not only a question about pride or political correctness but more a matter of making useful distinctions in terms of self-identity and accept the continuum of experiences that transcends geographical borders and individual genealogies. Although the color of our skin can never be accepted as a biological or racial term it seems in some cases to unite people and remains an important signal in social interaction. The standard example is the devotion and support which Obama Barak receives not only from the African-American community but a majority of black communities all over the world – We are all Americans! It means that in order to promote cultural integration we must accept that people have a variety of identities based on their historical and ancestral origin and other dimensions related to skin, culture, family, sex, and social and political observations.
Now if we look at the debate about integration in Denmark among old and new-Danes it seems to concentrate very much on the labor market – the government and the Social democrats are obsessed with growth and material values and they claim that the best way to integrate new-Danes would be through some job affiliation with either a private company or in the public sector. It is true that most research findings show that one of the most efficient ways to improve integration is by getting a decent job – but it is not easy as some of you probably know! At the same time there is a very strong support among most Danes for equality between Women and Men – related to this it appears to be a major barrier for successful integration that a majority of 56 percent of all migrant women from non-Western countries between 16 and 64 years do not have any paid employment at all (Danish women have an employment rate of 74 percent). This implies that the women are at home taking care of the children – probably very much in accordance with the traditions they have had in their country of origin – but this very low average of labor market affiliation is a major obstacle for a successful integration. This is of course related to a number of factors such as learning at least the basics of Danish language, social interaction among our children in and outside the formal and private schooling system and probably also the tendency of creating separate or even parallel societies where women from non-Western countries only see other women and families from their own country of origin – this is a cocktail full of problems. The question is whether we have gone too far in allowing immigrants to express the "historic identities of ethnic minorities". Or should we follow the American model which has succeeded in asserting a national identity that everyone can more or less refer to while at the same keeping some elements of their own cultural identity. If we encourage ethnic minorities to live in their own communities in the name of multiculturalism Denmark will slowly evolve towards a segregationist society. My point is that separation and the creation of parallel societies or ghettos create tensions – and is the direct route to problems.
It seems to be crucial to mix children of different backgrounds in schools to achieve a better community spirit. If we fail it can lead to tensions but if we succeed it could lead to a peaceful transformation and a type of integration where people of different ethnic background share common values such democracy, equality and freedom of speech etc.
These observations are not meant as a means to put the blame on anybody – on the contrary – Denmark, I would say, is probably one of the most difficult countries in the world when we talk about integration – look at the harsh realities of the tone in the debate about the Abdol-Ahmid Asmaa’s Hijab or the repeated crises related to the printing of the Mohammed cartoons in the name of freedom of speech – whether you want to interpret these events as institutionalized racism or a more soft version of xenophobia is really up to you – but there is no doubt that these events together with the Danish government’s foreign policy in general and military intervention in Iraq and Afghanistan and support for the rightwing governments in Israel and the United States are not enhancing factors in the current process towards integration. 
Finally a few words about diversity (or multi-culturalism) as a strategy to improve integration. I already did mention some of the problems involved in this strategy – but let me say this: At a very idealistic and personal level and if we had the best world of all – in fact this is the happiest country in the world …. – I would support that all minorities can preserve their cultural identity that everybody accept each others differences and learn to live with them. But the reality tells us that we have to strike a balance between a harmonious two-way integration strategy and some emphasis and accept of each others differences in terms of culture. I am not referring to culture here as literature, language, dance and music, but in the broader sense of preserving and accept of each others differences. Related to this it seems that education – primary, secondary and tertiary education - is a prime factor in terms of achieving successful integration.
Let me end by giving a standard academic explanation of why integration is so difficult. You can divide migrants into at least three categories. Survival migrants; mobility migrants; and upper class migrants or transnational migrants. The distinction between survival, mobility and upper class migration has a significant impact on the developmental outcomes both in terms of remittances but also in terms of their impact on labor market regulation and of course integration.
The success of the individual migrant in terms of successful integration is (also) influenced by legal, occupational and educational status.

Survival Migrants
Survival migrants are made up of the abjectly poor rural migrants found principally in Asia, Africa and the Latin American/Caribbean region and who are typically not “proletarianized" (i.e., engaged in industrial labor for wages) prior to going abroad. Survival migrants enter the migrant stream "pushed" by structural poverty and as the result of household decisions about its survival. As a rule, they tend to be young, single males with few skills and little education, and typically lack the necessary work and residence permits for their destination countries. To a large degree as a result of their status, they hold poor jobs abroad (usually in agriculture. extractive industry and the informal sector), their employment patterns are erratic, and their wages are often below a country’s official rates or a region's/industry's prevailing rates. Consequently, their earnings are meagre; their savings and remittances modest and. because of their socioeconomic background, the allocation of these funds is directly tied to consumption and the survival of the household. This group would also include a number of sub-categories as segments of refugees, trafficked persons and so on.

Mobility Migrants
Mobility migrants are a more heterogeneous group. Their skills and education may range from those of high‑level manpower (technical and managerial personnel) and those of proletarianized internal migrants (who often use cities as staging areas for international migration), to peasants recruited directly by private industry in advanced industrial societies. As one would expect from this composition, mobility migrants are primarily "pulled" by the prospects of better economic and social opportunities. The decision to emigrate, however, again rests with households that selectively “assign" members into categories of movers and non‑movers. These decisions are typically made on the basis of collective family goals, which are in turn shaped by such factors as internal household dynamics, gender‑based role divisions, birth rank etc.

As one might suspect, the migration of mobility migrants is more systematic and better organized. they hold better jobs, earn better wages, adjust abroad more readily, exhibit a higher degree of economic rationality in their savings and investment decisions, and are better able to reconstitute their families abroad‑if they so wish. However, this very ability to reunite gradually with their families in the host country and their evolving social and economic aspirations often militates against their return and thus reduces the positive effects of migration on the development of the sending country

The emigration of both survival and mobility migrants is critically influenced by such structural social and economic conditions as the economic strategies pursued by political and economic elites at source and destination. Furthermore, a variety of idiosyncratic factors, such as personal ambition, geographic contiguity, the availability of mature networks, cost of transport, psychological motives, or simply individuals' restlessness and dissatisfaction with their lives and environment are also factors which, to varying degrees, influence decisions to emigrate or return.

Upper class migrants or transnational migrants
The main characteristic of the upper class migrants is that they do not have any national affinity or particular cultural roots, they try to avoid paying tax – in short they regard themselves as a transnational class and cosmopolitans – the saviours of the globe and their own wallets. In the name of liberalism and free trade they try to erect borders – at least when it benefits them. 

The point is that the problems in terms of achieving successful integration are closely related to class, status and ethnicity. It is easier to socialize and pretend that you want to integrate if you have money and share cosmopolitan values with equals. In contrast it is much more difficult for survival migrants – as they do not have the same resources compared to mobility and upper class migrants. Therefore one of the main tasks – besides having nice cultural events like this one tonight – is to enhance education, education and even more education and more social interaction among and between old and new-Danes.
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